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From acclaimed author Cindy Myers comes a big-hearted story of pulling together, facing life's

challenges--and knowing what it means to really come home. . .Cut off from the outside world by a

blanket of snow, the holidays are usually a time for peace and quiet in tiny Eureka, Colorado. But

this year the mountain town is in trouble. Thanks to a corrupt investor, the treasury is bankrupt,

leaving residents to struggle through an especially harsh winter. Then there are those with more

personal problems, like Maggie Stevens, pregnant and torn between single motherhood or drawing

the father-to-be into a life he's not cut out for. And Olivia Theriot, the mayor's prodigal daughter, is

harboring a secret so painful she may never be able to settle down. But mother nature is about to

put things in perspective. . . When a blizzard blows through just days before Christmas, some are

left stranded--and others missing. Now there's only one thing on Eureka's wish list: to live up to its

name, and its reputation for coming together, and find a way to bring everyone back home--where

they belong. Praise for The View From Here"Cindy Myers strikes gold with this warm-hearted novel

about friendship, family, and second chances." --Deborah Smith, New York Times bestselling author

"I loved this novel!Â  It shines like a jewel. . .like solid gold." --Pamela Morsi, USA Today  bestselling

author"This novel is definitely one to add to your keeper shelf." Â  ??RT Book Reviews, 4 1/2 Stars
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The mountains are calling and I must go. - John Muir.I became a fan of Cindy Myers when I read

THE VIEW FROM HERE, the book preceding THE MOUNTAIN BETWEEN US. In fact, I remember

reading THE VIEW FROM HERE during the Scouts' overnight encampment aboard the USS

Missouri. I stayed up all night, in my sailor bunk, reading it with a flashlight. Myers drew me into

Eureka, Colorado and I didn't want to leave. I was happy to rejoin the gang in Eureka with THE

MOUNTAIN BETWEEN US. No sooner does Maggie settle into her new home, job, and even

romance in Eureka that she finds out she is pregnant. She is unsure how Jameso - Iraq veteran

turned ski instructor - will feel about pending fatherhood. Can he strap a baby seat onto the back of

his vintage motorcycle? Meanwhile, the other residents face challenges with their families as the

impeding winter season approaches.Myers delivers another engrossing story of a small town with

quirky characters. It is a quiet story whose action mosey along, enabling the reader to reflect upon

the families who are as different as they are the same. Recommended for those readers who

appreciate contemporary fiction layered with subtle conflict and light romance.I received an ARC

from Kensington for an honest review.

I had trouble putting this book down. The characters seemed like my best friends way before the

story was over and the desire to move to this charming town was huge in spite of my not enjoying

cold weather all that much. I know everyone will enjoy the way they spend Christmas too.

While getting ready for a holiday trip to Colorado and in particular the Telluride area i found this

book to read. Really was perfect for the adventure to Colorado that was forthcoming. Great little

inside story of how this little town north of Telluride works... a town that wasn't resorty but a real

mountain town still. That being said it was a hallmark type story but i expected that and at the

holidays that was a good read wasn't using it for heavy material into the historic significance of the

area or even for it to be totally realistic which certainly the ending is not anything if not a tv movie in

the making.

I don't usually enjoy romances, as they are often formulaic and predictable. Myers's book, while

predictable in that it had a feel-good ending, is a wonderful cross-over novel that was one of the

most enjoyable books I've read lately. I loved the character development and found the writing so



well-done that I felt I were there. Brava, Cindy Myers! I can't wait for your next book (thankfully

available on preorder)!

A beautifully written tale with characters I loved and a great storyline. The setting is wonderful... I

loved everything about the book!I received an ecopy free from the publisher in exchange for an

honest review.

What a lovely story. A beautifully set story with a quirky small town. The characters were so

multi-faceted as to seem like old friends. Times are tough but the people are tougher! I so enjoyed

this glimpse of American resilience. It was a gentle read, but a heart-warming one, evenly paced

and beautifully written.*I received my copy from NetGalley.com in exchange for an honest review.

It would have been nice to be informed of the prequel to The Mountain Between Us which is "The

View From Here". I now know what happens because I read "The Mountain Between Us" first.

engaging, good story and it flowed well. Good prose and succinct writing style. Not too much detail

to where I had to skip or speed read. ha. I really enjoyed it, thought it would be corny, but it was a

good story.
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